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(a) whether it is a fact that one Ashfaq 
Hussain Lone and one Shahabuddin 
Gauri (JNU Research Scholar) were ar- 
rested by the Jama Masjid Police in 
March, 1991 in connection with funding 
of Hizbul Mujahideen and other Militant 
Outfits in Jammu and Kashmir; 

(b) the persons found involved intrans- 
mitting funds from broad to these miltant 
outfits and what action has been taken 
against them by the Investigating agen- 
cies; and 

(c) the details of all those persons 
charge-sheeted for such anti-national ac- 
tivities alongwith these two persons? 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
PRIME MINISTER'S OFFICE (SHRI 
BHUVNESH CHATURVEDI): (a) to 
(c):— A case was registered by Delhi 
Police on 25.3.1991 for offences punish- 
able under section 3 & 4 of TADA (P) 
Act, 1987, the investigation of which was 
taken over by the CBI on 20.4.1991. 
During the course of investigations by 
CBI, it was learnt that the Hawala chan- 
nel was used by Dr. Mohd. Ayub Thakur 
for sending money to the terrorists from 
U.K. for terrorist activities in Jammu & 
Kashmir, after completing investigations 
into the terrorist funding part of the case, 
the CBI filed a chargesheet against the 
following accused persons in the desig- 
nated Court at Delhi on 23.3.1992:— 

1. Ashfaq Hussain Lone 
2. Shahabuddin Gauri 
3. Mohd.      Yusuf     Shah      @ 
Salahuddin 
4. Mohd. Ahsan Dar 
5. Dr. Mohd. Ayub Thakur. 

The Case is pending trial in the 
said court. 
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FAREWELL TO RETIRING MEMBERS 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Hon. Members, 
the pre-ordained occasion has arrived to 
bid farewell to those Members of this 
House who will be retiring this year on 
completion of their term. The founding 
fathers of our republic while making the 
Rajya Sabha a permanent, indissoluble 
body, had provided for change in the 
scheme of Constitutional continuity. 
Thus, every two years we face the poig- 
nant task of bidding farewell to one-third 
of our colleagues. The membership of the 
Rajya Sabha is an intimately personal and 
intensely political experience. We de- 
velop amongst ourselves bonds of friend- 
ship and affection of an everlasting 
character. It is said that the unique 
characteristic of the human being lies in 
thefact that he or she is an arguing 
animal. If that is so, there is no one who 
is more proper or a more scintillating 
human being than a Parliamentarian. 
Here, in this House, in the closeness of 
contact and in the cut and thrust of 
debate the arguing qualities are heigh- 
tened to the climax more than anywhere 
else. I believe that we have been always 
arguing to understand one another and 
contribute to the common good even 
when the arguments were sharp and 
somewhat  ill-tempered,  that is because 
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we share the same adventure, the adven- 
ture of democracy and participate in the 
same quest, the quest for the good of our 
nation and our people. Gandhiji used to 
speak in the thick of his fight with the 
British of the beauty of compromise. He 
was not one to give up on fundamentals 
but he knew how to compromise while 
sticking to the basics. That is the essence 
of democracy.  We have been pursuing, 
even in the midst of all ourdifferences, 
the beauty of democratic compromise and 
I hope that this pursuit will continue and 
help    to    relieve    tensions.    With    this 
thought I should like to place on record 
my heartfelt appreciation of the valuable 
contributions the retiring Members have 
made to the deliberations of the House 
and of the service they have rendered to 
Parliamentary   democracy.   I   personally 
am grateful to the courtesy and consider- 
ation they have shown me in conducting 
the business of the House. I congratulate 
those Members who have been re-elected 
or will be re-elected and welcome, them 
back. To those who are leaving for new 
pastures  and  to  the tumult of election 
battle, I wish them all success. May I end 
with a Sanskrit blessing, 

“�"	����  ?�& ?M��: 

May your journey from here be auspi- 
cious and fortunate". Thank you. 

DR. (SHRIMATI) NAJMA HEPTUL- 
LA) (MAHARASHTRA): Thank you, 
Mr. Chairman, Sir. 

It is on very rare occasions that I am 
given the opportunity to speak from my 
seat which is allocated by this House to 
me. It is a rare and a very sentimental 
occasion when, every two years, we make 
these customary speeches while bidding 
farewell to the retiring Members of the 
Rajya Sabha. This is the way of our 
system. 

Sir, most of the time I sit in the Chair 
after you leave and try to keep the 
Members in their position, as much as 
possible. I have been a Member of this 
house for the last sixteen years. I have 
seen eight such occasions when we bid 
farewell to the retiring Members. A cou- 

ple of times I, myself, have been bid 
farewell by the House. As they say, like 
a bad coin or a good coin, I came back. I 
do not say that those who are not going 
to come back are good coins. Like bad 
'coins, we would like them to come back 
to the House. 

I would say, whatever time they have 
spent over here -- whether it is six years 
or twelve years or more — it was a time 
to remember. Their contribution to the 
deliberations "of the House has enriched 
our Parliamentary system. There have 
been speeches which I always wanted and 
which, I am sure, Sir, you also wanted. 
There have been times when Members 
have been kind enough not to ask for 
quorum and have made their points 
which they thought were necessary from 
the point of view of their constituency 
and the people there. But Sir, whether in 
a full House, or in a House not so full, 
whatever the Members have said, in a 
peaceful atomosphere, or, with an 
agitated voice; their contribution 
reflected the will of the people whom 
they represented in this House. 

I know, Sir, many a Member would 
have liked to be elected and would have 
been happy to be in the Rajya Sabha, if 
there was an opportunity. Unfortunately, 
only fourteen of them arc going to 
remain here and the rest of them would, 
perhaps, defect to the other House. I am 
quite sure. I met all those. We know the 
results. We know who are going to come 
back. Those who are not going to come 
back have told me-sometimes, very 
confidently; some times, very quitely-that 
they arc going to become Members of the 
Lok Sabha. 

I am happy that I will  have my 
benchmate, Mr. Sikander Bakht, with 
me. 

AN HON. MEMBERS: Comrade. 

DR. (SHRIMATI) NAJMA 
HEPTULLA: The Leader of the House 
would also be with us. 

SHRI PRAMOD MAHAJAN 
(Maharashtra):  One  of them  would  be 
your benchmate.. 
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DR. (SHRIMATI) NAJMA 
HEPTULLA:  One of them is already a 
benchmate. 

The two political parties—the Congress 
(I) and the BJP—took that into 
consideration. Those who are going to. 
leave us, we would remember them. The 
House would remember them. If there 
had been any moments where I had lost 
my cool, it was only.. 

SHRI M.A.  BABY (Kerala): Never. 

DR. (SHRIMATI) NAJMA 
HEPTULLA: It was only a pretence. I 
never meant it...You can try it again. 

To those who are not coming back, I 
would say: 'Though you may not be 
Members of this House, for sure, you 
would be there in our minds; you would 
be there in our hearts'. 

Thank you very much. 
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SHRI , S. JAIPAL REDDY 
(ANDHRA PRADESH): Mr. Chairman, 
Sir, it was my duty on two previous 
occasions to bid farewell to retiring 
Members and with them best in their 
lives. Now, it has come a full circle. It is 
my turn to receive farewell and good 
wishes from across all sides of the House. 

Rajya Sabha is a Constitutional caravan 
that goes on continuously and ceaselessly 
unlike the other House. It does fulfil a 
crucial Constitutional role. In our 
electoral system, Lok Sabha can be swept 
off its feet by sweeping electoral waves 
and consequent political vagaries. It is 
the Rajya Sabha, which puts a brake, 
many times a very healthy brake. 

Sir, when I retire, I will miss this 
House. I will miss everybody. To begin 
with I will miss our most respected 
Chairman, who is a beautiful blend of 
modern erudition, penetrating intellect 
and judicial temperament. I must confess, 
Sir, that I was vastly benefited by this 
special affection, by his well-concealed 
soft corner for me. I can now reveal it 
because he will not have to show it any 
more. 

I must now refer to our virile Deputy 
Chairperson, who represents a very 
interesting mix of rich experience and 
robust asscrtiveness. 

She also represents an equally 
interesting amalgam of synthetic anger 
and genuine goodwill. But I may admit, 
Sir, I have been a recipient of her 
unmixed regard and affection. I never 
had an occasion to be a victim even of 
her spurious anger. 

Now, Sir, I must come to the Leader 
of the House, Shri S.B. Chavan sahib, 
who is truly an ajat shatru. He can speak 
eloquently, of course, without conveying 
anything. That is why he has survived in 
this House. He has survived many other 
things which I don't want to advert to on 
this occassion. 

I must thank the Leader of the 
Opposition. I myself had the rare 
privilege of being the Leader of the 
Opposition   in   this   House   for   a   brief 

while. I have had intense ideological 
differences with him and his party. But I 
must say there were many occasions 
when I received great support from them 
whenever we discovered a common 
cause. The Leader of the Opposition has 
been deferential to me not only now 
when I am retiring but he was also 
deferential to me when I was very much 
a leader of a party which was having an 
ideological persuasion different from that 
of his own. 

Sir, I must thank the seniors of my 
party. Janata Dal is a difficult party. I 
am, of course, making a gross under- 
statement. But, Sir, in Rajya Sabha it has 
not suffered a split, should I not thank 
the ruling party for it did not direct its 
sharp attention to the party? Sir, our 
party may present itself as a divided 
house because it is a star-studded party. 
We have seen seniors like Shri S.R. 
Bommai, Shri Inder Kumar Gujral, Shri 
Mufti Mohd. Sayeed, Proof. M.G.K. 
Menon. We had seniors like Shri M.S. 
Gurupadaswamy, Dr. Raja Ramanna. All 
of them were not only my seniors but 
they were my mentors also. They were 
my superiors, yet, they generously 
addressed me as a leader. So, I must 
seize this occasion to thank them for all 
the affection they have bestowed upon 
me. 

Sir, I must express regrets to many 
Ministers and to many of those who are 
not Ministers partly because of me. Sir, 
there were occasions which was full of 
righteous indignation, when I gave an 
incandescent expression to my righteous 
indignation. My righteous indignation 
may have been misplaced. My 
incandescent expression may have been 
hyperbolical. But I would like to submit 
to them they were all done in the best of 
faith. They were all actuated by what I 
considered the best of public interest. 

Sir, I was telling some friends, 
including Mrs. Jayanthi, "I am 54. I have 
spent 28 years in various legislatures. I 
have spent more than half of my life in 
legislatures. "Mrs. Jayanthi said, in a 
very   good   humoured   fashion,   "Your 
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effervescence belies this experience." I 
would admit that. I have never been 
Minister. It is a dubious distinction on my 
part. This, perhaps, is the genesis of my 
effervescence and exuberance. And all 
those who suffer from lack of exuberance 
would have little reason to be in public 
life. It was Mr. Winston Churchill who. 
after having been a celebrated war-time 
Prime Minister, said that he valued only 
two words, two letters, after his name- 
Member of Parliament—the most; not 
the 'P.M.', but the 'M.P.'. There is no 
office in this country which is taller than 
that of Member of Parliament. 

Politics, Sir, right from the days of 
ancient Greece, has never been a popular 
profession. Even in the hey-day of the 
British parliamentary democracy, it was 
not popular. Therefore, it was samuel 
Johnson who said, "Patriotism is the last 
refuge of a scoundrel". Politics, now, of 
course, has gained a greater notoriety. 
But then. Sir, I am proud to be a 
politician, and a professional politician at 
that, though the words "professional 
politician", as of late, have acquired an 
odium. I have always found a 
professional politician, as a rule, to be 
more useful than an amateurist politician. 
Sir, many friends asked me, "Why are 
you in politics? Politics is not so clean." 
Politics is not clean. But 1 look around. 
Do I find any other walk of life more 
clean than politics? No, Sir. No, Sir. In 
the midst of this all-prevading cynicism, I 
would like to assert, politics is still the 
noblest profession in the world and in 
India, in particular. I find better people 
in politics even today than any other walk 
of life, though their number may be 
diminishing. They may- be getting 
described as 'endangered species". But, 
then, what about politicians in politics? 
They arc getting outnumbered by non- 
politicians in politics. Politics is no longer 
the close preserve of politicians. The neo- 
rich and the neo-phytcs are getting into 
politics. This is an aspect on which we 
must all reflect. Sir, I am not saying this 
of technocrats like Prof. M.G.K. Menon, 
like   Dr.   Manmohan   Singh,   like   Dr. 

Ashok Mitra. Such people are welcome. 
We do not mind ideologues of the right 
or ideologues of the left. But we have 
many ideologues of the wrong We must 
be on guard against that. 

Sir, in Parliament, we all do so many 
things. It is not the exclusive privilege of 
the deputy chairman to be synthetic in 
her indignation. All ot us are good 
actors. 

When we do something extra- 
constitutional. Sir. we all do it in a 
controlled way. None of us lose our 
balance, none of us lose our temper. It is 
a case of controlled escalation of temper. 
But then. Sir, the way in which we meet 
outside, is very important. I don't find 
the sporting spirit so much in sports as in 
Parliament. From the intense clash, a 
vehement argument- and counter- 
argument, emerges the truth. "J r th is not 
be found in black or white but in shades 
of grey and we discover the shades of 
grey in Parliament. Many of us come to 
Parliament to convert Parliament, what 
| happens at the end of the day? We get 
! converted. Those who come to convert 
Parliament get converted because 
! Parliament discovers the middle grounds, 
promotes the consensus, round off the 
rough edges. Those who come from wild 
fingers of ideologies get tamed and 
domesticated in this Hall. This is the 
beauty of Parliament. Sir, I have had the 
best of indulgence of this House. This 
House not only welcomed my persuasive 
plausible; pleas it also had the grace to 
put up with my obstreperous 
obstructions, so, I must thank the whoie 
House. 

Last but not the least, I must thank the 
Secretary-General and the staff of the 
Parliament which extended unfailing 
courtesy and cooperation. Sir, I must say 
a word about the Prime Minister who is 
the cie facto Leder of the House. He has 
known me for the last iB, years. Except 
one Member here, I don't think I know 
any body else for such a long time. He 
has also shown me uniform filial 
affection. I must express my regret to 
   him  because  I  have  not  been   able   to 
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requite his affection, not for personal 
reasons, but for intense ideologically 
political reasons. Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI E. BALANANDAN 
(KERALA): Sir, this is an occasion when 
a large number of Members, who were 
working with us, are retiring and 
everybody will have to express his finer 
sentiments. Ideologically, politically, we 
may differ seriously in discussions here. 
Whatever discussion we have here in this 
House, howsoever, intense and serious it 
might be, but just after five minutes we 
come together as one and we forget 
everything outside the House. Here we 
quarrel sometimes and every one of 
them—I mean the retiring Members—has 
contributed to the functioning of this 
august House in his own way. among 
them many are outstanding personalities. 
I do not want to mention their names. 
But the point I want to make is that 
whatever discussions we had and 
howsoever tense a situation might have 
developed in this House, it was because 
of the fact that some kind of a personal 
reference might have been made to some 
of the Members who are retiring. It was 
because of the fact that certain issues 
might have come up during the 
discussion. There was nothing personal in 
these deliberations in this House. The 
point to remember is that in a big 
country like India, we have to safeguard 
democracy as well as the interests of the 
peoople. For that, everybody will be 
contributing in his own way. The retiring 
Members have contributed a lot in many 
ways. I do not want to mention that. 

Shri M. G. K. Menon, he is not a 
politician. He is just retiring. He has 
been doing serious work in the scientific 
field in Inida. He is going. Shrimati 
Sushma swaraj—you know that we are 
having political differences, but she 
speaks like a socialist sometimes. 
... (Interruptions)... 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Sometimes! 

SHRI E. BALANANDAN: Yes, 
sometimes. I am saying it because she is 
able to intervene in this House many a 
time so forcefully by presenting her case 

properly that one cannot forget her that 
easily. That is what I must say over here, 
Sir. 

My friend who has spoken just before 
me, is Jaipal Reddy Sahib and I must say 
that although he is a leader of his party, 
yet he has been leading me on so many 
occasions, he has been leading 
everybody. This is what he has been 
doing. Normally, our Deputy Chairman 
does it, but sometimes he becomes the 
Chairman of the House in doing that. He 
is controlling this side, he is controlling 
the other side and so many other things 
he is doing. Anyhow, he is going to 
retire. He is retiring, for what? As he has 
said, he claims that politics is his own 
profession which, according to him, is the 
ebest and clean. Therefore, I think, he is 
going rather for a much greater political 
activity either in the other House or in 
the broader sense 'India' and he will have 
a better future in political life. I wish him 
such a polition. 

Then I come to this side. Shri 
Chaturanan Mishra, I do not know much 
of his Hindi; I only get some translation, 
but people tell me that his Hindi is 
superb; I do not know, but people say 
that. He puts questions and he intervenes 
without much effort, but he attracts the 
whole House. That is his quality which 
we cannot easily forget. 

On the other side, I don't want to 
name many Members. Shri Azad—he 
does not speak much, but when he 
speaks—very clearly attracts the whole 
House. That is one of his qualities. He is 
also going. 

And from our party, you know that 
Sarala Maheshwariji is retiring. I cannot 
equate her with Sushmaji, but she has her 
place in the discussions of this House, in 
the deliberations of this House. One 
cannot easily forget her. And so many 
other friends are also retiring. I do not 
want to mention all of them, but experts 
are going, and I hope that many experts 
are coming also. Now 58 Members are 
retiring; out of 72, 14 have already come 
and within a short time you will get 
another 58 Members.' Therefore,  I  am 
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only saying that it is a continuous process 
of politics. In our deliberations we should 
see that our country's prestige, our 
country's aims and ideals are protected 
by ali Members who are here. Members 
who are retiring will be doing the same 
job in different fields in a different way 
more efficiently and I wish all of them 
good health and prosperous political life. 
With these words, I thank you, Sir. 

SHRI G. SWAMINATHAN (Tamil 
Nadu): Mr. Chairman, Sir, I am here for 
two terms and if I remember correct, this 
is my fourth speech of this nature, 
conveying my good wishes to the retiring 
Members. Sir, while conveying our good 
wishes during the speeches of this nature 
we used to say to all the retiring 
Members, whoever they may be, that 
they would have an opportunity to come 
back. That is what we used to say. but 
this time, Sir, there is a lot of difference 
in the sense that there arc 75 Members 
who are retiring and 14 Member have 
already come back, but on the previous 
occasions whenever we made this kind of 
farewell speeches, elections were not 
used to be b-ld before. It was only after 
the farewell that the elections used to be 
held and we did not know as to who of 
the Member that would return. So, 
uniformly we tell everybody that we 
expect them all to come back. Sir, I am 
sorry that I am not able to say the same 
thing to many of our friends who arc 
going because only 14 of them have been 
returned. So, this makes a marked 
difference between the three speeches 
which I had made before and the fourth 
speech which I am making today. 

Another thing is that among the notable 
Members who have been returned, Sir, 
there is Shri S. B. Chavan, the Leader of 
the House, about whom my esteemed 
friend, Shri Jaipal Reddy, said that he 
spoke well and long but never made 
people understand what he spoke or 
something like that. I will come to it 
later. Regarding Chavanji, I have got the 
greatest respect for him because from my 
siudcnt days I have heard his name as a 
politician in Maharashtra, as a Minister in 

Maharashtra and as Chief Minister of 
Maharashtra. He is one person for whom 
I have got the greatest respect. I don't 
agree with what my friend, Mr. Jaipal 
Reddy, had said. But I would say only 
one thing, Sir. Whenever he is in the 
midst of a storm in the House—as the 
Leader of the House naturally people 
start attacking him—I have never found 
him losing his equilibrium. It is 
mentioned in the Ramayana that 
whenever Janak Maharaj, is sitting on his 
throne he always maintains his 
cqualibrium, he is never happy, he is 
never sorrowful because he always thinks 
that there is a knife above him which 
may fall at any time. That is the kind of 
detachment Janaka had. I always used to 
find, Sir, in Shri S. B. Chavan a kind of 
great participation in this House, 
participation and affection for his own 
party, and, at the same time, some sort 
of detachment whenever he is sitting 
here, getting himself involved in the 
problems of the House. That is a great 
quality which many of the politicians are 
not able to develop. Whenever we are for 
a particular cause we get too much 
attached and whenever we are against it 
we oppose it too much. It is very rarely 
that we find persons like Mr. Chavan 
who can be dispassionate and detached 
whenever he is analysing a problem. We 
are very happy that he has come back. 
Another notable figure who has come 
back is Mr. N.K.P. Salve. He had been 
in this House and the other House for a 
very long time. During a discussion in the 
Business Advisory Committee his name 
cropped up many times because when the 
Opposition started asking whether there 
had been any such Resolution under rule 
167 in this House, whether there had 
been any precedent, it was Salve's name 
which was thought of and it was he who. 
as the Deputy Leader of the Opposition 
when Morarji Desai was the Prime 
Minister, moved a Resolution and 
brought it to vote. Mr. Salve is one who 
has been in politics and in both the 
uouses for a very long time. 

We have our Leader of the Opposition, 
who had been a Minister, who had a long 
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innings in politics, coming back. Then 
Mr. Solanki is there. All these friends 
had been here for a long time. I am 
mentioning all these for a particular 
reason and that too for a personal 
reason. The reason is that these Members 
have been in politics and in the House 
for a very long time. I looked to them 
because survival in politics is very 
difficult. Recently I read an article on 
"The Art of Survival in Business". The 
art of survival in politics is more difficult 
than the art of survival in business. There 
are many young Members here including 
me. I am only 65. I would like the 
seniors to give us a class on how to 
survive in politics for such a long time. It 
wiH help us to a very great extent. I 
remember a particular incident. Four 
years back when my period was over the 
then Chairman of the House, now the 
hon. President, asked me, "Mr. 
Swaminathan, are you coming back?" I 
told him, "Sir, I don't know." Thereafter 
I came back to this House. When I was 
in one of the meetings of the Business 
Advisory Committee he asked me, "Mr. 
Swaminathan, I asked you whether you 
are coming back. You said that you did 
not know and you have come back. Why 
didn't you tell me that you would come 
back?" Sir, I told him, 'The minds of the 
leaders are very unpredictable, Sir, and 
more so if the leader happens to be a 
lady." I said, "I didn't know whether { 
would come back to this House or not." 
Really, I did not know it. I was really 
happy to come to this House. 
(Interruptions). Sir, he says, "I am 
spoiling my case." No, Sir. I am not 
mentioning about any leader either 
present or not present. The point I have 
been making about a lady leader is about 
Mrs. Gandhi. (Interruptions). I am 
talking about Mrs. Gandhi. 

Sir, another Member who has come 
back is Shri K. K. Birla. He is not a 
politician. We all have full respect for 
him because he is a leading industrialist 
of this country. Sir, in Tamil Nadu, when 
somebody used to be very supercilious or I 
very arrogant, we used to ask, "Are you   

a Tata or a Birla?" Even young boys 
used to feel that Tata or Birla was 
somebody who was very great. Sir, when 
I came to this House, I saw a Birla here, 
a very senior Birla. He is not somebody 
so monstrous as we had been hearing 
those days. I have been hearing this 
name for a very long time, for more than 
50 to 60 years. I am very happy that I am 
a Member of this House because that 
great Birla is also one of the Members of 
this House. 

I come back to the Members who are 
not returning. So far, I was talking about 
the Members who are returning. Some of 
the Members are not returning. I have to 
say something about then because it is 
very necessary. Sir, I will always 
remember Shri P. Upendra. When I 
became a Member of this House nearly 
10 years back, Shri P. Upendra was in his 
prime. He was the leader of the Telugu 
Desam party and he was controlling 14 
Members in this House. I always found 
him fighting with Shri Rajiv Gandhi, the 
then Prime Minister. He was very good 
at the job of a leader. I don't know what 
has happened to him because now he is 
not a leader of that party. I would like to 
tell him one thing. He has now joined the 
ruling party. I may or may not be 
correct. I would like to make one strong 
recommendation. I would like to tell him 
that he is very capable as a leader who 
fights, not as a leader of the ruling party. 
We have seen Shri Upendra as a leader 
of the opposition and also as a Minister. 
So, I will strongly recommend to him to 
be in an opposition party. 1 don't know 
whether he has already selected a party 
which, he thought, would be in 
opposition. 1 am only saying that I want 
Shri Upendra to be in his element, not 
because of my anathema towards any 
party. 

I now come to Shri Jaipal Reddy for 
whom I have great respect. He is a 
person who is erudite and who is very 
knowledgeable. Sir, sometimes, he speaks 
such a language that I do not understand. 
Sir, here we have the facility of 
   translation  from  English  to  Hindi  and 
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make such a request. I would like to 
make one point about Shri Chaturanan 
Mishra. It so happened that we were 
sitting and talking. about the split in 
NTR's Telugu Desam Party. At that time 
he said one thing which caught my imagi- 
nation. He said, "For an old man, a 
young wife is a poison." This is what he 
said. I am not casting aspersions on 
anybody. At that time one thought came 
to my mind very strongly. The Dravidian 
Party which was founded by the great 
leader E.V.R. Periyar got split into the 
DK and the DMK after the great, erudite 
and magnificent leader E.V.R. Periyar 
married, in his old age, a young lady- 
... (Interruptions)... Sir, Shri Satya Prak- 
ash Malaviya is also retiring today. He is 
a very good person. He had also been a 
Minister. He does not arrogate to himself 
anything even though he had been a 
Minister. But one thing is common to 
both of us. There are many things which 
we don't know about well-known people. 
Dale Carnegie wrote a book called 'Un- 
known facts about well-known people'. 
One thing that is common to both of us is 
that we both carry briefcases which are 
always full of papers. Every time I come 
to the Parliament I am afraid that some- 
thing might crop up of which I may not 
know much. Hence, I carry with me a lot 
of papers. I used to be very happy to see 
that my neighbour, Malaviyaji also car- 
ried with him a briefcase full of papers 
while Chaturanan Mishra did not carry 
any paper at all. 

Sir, about Shri Ghulam Nabi Azad, our 
Minister of Parliamentary Affairs, much 
can be said. I am very facinated by him. 
You may have heard of the great poet of 
Tamil Nadu, Shri Thiruvalluvar. In one 
of  his   poems   he   has   said,   "Idukkan 

Varungaal Naguga". It means: whenever 
you are in difficulty smile. Mr. Ghulam 
Nabi Azad who is the Minister of Par- 
liamentary Affairs is always faced with 
difficulties. Whenever we confronted him 
either in private or in the Business Advis- 
ory   Committee    meetings,   we   always 
found him smiling and he resolved our 
problems. He is a contrast to the Minister 
whose name I do not want to mention 

from Hindi to English. But we do not 
have translation from high English to low 
English. It is very necessary becasue 
sometimes, he speaks certain words 
which I don't understand. My primary 
job is to note down all the words and go 
back and refer to the dictionary, again to 
forget when he speaks those words. But I 
have been saved in a way, in the sense 
that there will not be any need to refer to 
my 
dictionary quite often as I have been 
doing because Shri Jaipal Reddy is now 
retiring. Sir, he is one of the best spokes- 
men in this House who shed light on 
many important topics about which we 
might be afraid to talk. There are many 
intricate subjects on which he has been 
talking. Whenver such subjects came up 
for discussion, I used to shrink away 
because I could not understand those 
subjects. He devoted much of his time on 
many important subjects. 

There is another important person who 
is my neighbour. It is not that I am 
talking about him because he is my 
neighur. I am talking about him because 
I have got great respect for him. 

In politics you don't find many wise 
men.   I   would   readily   say   that   Shri 
Chaturanan is one of the wisest politi- 
cians that I have ever met.  I am sorry 
that   he   is   retiring.   I   belong   to   the 
AIADMK  party  and  he  belongs  to  a 
party about which I do not have a great 
opinion, in the sense that I had started 
my public life, my political career under 
Rajaji. I was with him for such a long 
time that I did not develop any fancy for 
the  Communist  Party.  However,  it  so   , 
happend   that   I   came   to   this   August    
House, I found myself hedged between    
two hon.  Members of the Communist    
Party.  Personally  I  like  them.  But  as    
representatives of the Communist Party—    
from the beginning, I did not have any    
equation  with  the  party—I  cannot  say    
much.  I  would  only request  that hon.    
Chairman   to   put   a  Member  of  some    
other party beside me after Shri Chatura-    
nan   Mishra   retires.   As   long   as   Sri    
Chaturanan Mishra was here, I could not    
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here. Whenever we confronted him, he 
got angry and he confronted us and again 
we confronted him and it used to go on 
like this and the problem would not get 
resolved. I hope Mr. Ghulam Nabi Azad 
would continue as the Minister. He is not 
coming back to the house. But well, 
there is a method to come back to the 
House. You should get elected to the 
other House, become a Minister and you 
can occupy a seat in this house. There 
are two methods of coming back to this 
House. One method is by becoming a 
Member of the Rajya Sabha and the 
other method is by becoming a Minister. 
I wish him all the best. He is one person 
who should come back and become the 
Minister of Parliamentary Affairs, if at all 
his party comes back to power. 

I would now talk about our friends 
from Tamil nadu. We have our DMK 
friends here, but I am sorry because 
many of them arc retiring. Shri Misa R. 
Ganesan, Shri Pasumpon Tha. Kirutti- 
nan, Shri Veerappan—all of them belong 
to the DMK party which is the main 
Opposition in the State. As stated by our 
hon. Chief Minister the other day, politi- 
cal fight in Tamil Nadu is between the 
DMK and the AIADMK, with due re- 
gard to the Congress Members here. In 
their retirement, we are losing the main 
opponents to our party in Tamil Nadu. 1 
had to fight with them many a time. By 
Fighting with them, 1 have also become a 
prominent figure because one can be- 
come prominent only if one fights some- 
body or somebody fights one. But I am 
sorry they are retiring. 

Sir, just as a coin has two sides—head 
and tail—Democracy also has two 
sides—the ruling party and the opposition 
party. Unless the coin has two sides, it 
will not have any currency. As Members 
of the Opposition, they have done a great 
service. Today all of them are retiring. 1 
wish they had come to this House again. 
But 1 am afraid they wiH not be able to 
come back now; they may come back 
after two years because elections to Rajya 
Sabha were held only recently. So they 
would not be able to come back for the 

next two years.- But I am sorry I cannot 
fight them after two years because after 
two years I will be ratiring from this 
House. 

One more Member, the MDMK 
Member, is also retiring now. Mr. Gopal- 
samy had always been fighting like a lion. 
Unfortunately I don't find him today in 
the House. Surely when-ever there was a 
fight, there was Mr. Gopalsamy. After 
starting a new party, he is not seen very 
often in this house. I have a very great 
regard for him in the sense that he is a 
very good fighter. In this connection, I 
am reminded of Machiavelli, the great 
statesman and writer. According to him, 
a king should have two qualities. I advo- 
cate to Mr. Gopalsamy both these qual- 
ities because I don't know about his 
personal qualities. Machiavelli said and 
Iquote. 

"A king should have two qualities. 
To be a king, he should have the 
qualities of both the lion and the 
fox..." 

I know Mr. Gopalsamy as a member of 
this house who was always found fighting 
like a lion. I would suggest he should 
cultivate the qualities of a fox as well in 
order to be successful in politics. 

An unattached Member, Shri S. 
Madhavan, is also retiring now. He was 
earlier a Minister also. Now he does not 
belong to our party. Personally I have got 
a great affection and good equation with 
him. Unfortunately he no longer belongs 
to our party. I am sorry io say that he 
could not continue with our party. 1 hope 
he will find other avenues to come back 
to this House. 

Lastly I would like to mention about 
two great ladies who have impressed 
me—Shrimati Sushma Swaraj and 
Shrimati Sarala Mahcshwari. Shrimati 
Sushma Swaraj is an advocate by profes- 
sion. She is very communicative and 
understanding. She used to recite very 
good couplets. We were all very much 
impressed with her couplets and poetry. I 
have great admiration for her. She is also 
the spokesperson of the BJP. Incidentally 
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the spokesman of the Congress party is 
also an advocate by profession. Even 
though she is retiring as a Member of this 
House, she should continue to be the 
spokesperson of the BJP so that we could 
hear her name very often through the 
media, we could remember her even 
though she would cease to be a Member 
of this House. 

Finally I want to speak about Shrimati 
Sarala Maheshwari who belongs' to the 
Communist Party Marxist. She will be 
remembered as long as the hawala issue 
is remembered. The hawala episode took 
the present shape because of a question 
which she raised about some obscure 
thing which happened some-where else, 
and that carried the day. The Press came 
in and a lot of publicity was given to the 
issue. Many matters have come out of the 
issue. She is a very articulate Member. 
She has been taking up many issues—not 
only the general issues but also issues 
relating to women. We are going to miss 
her in this House. 

On behalf of the AIADMK and also 
on my own behalf, I wish all the Mem- 
bers who are retiring and who are not 
coming back to this Mouse the very best 
of their life and very good political fu- 
ture. I wish those who arc likely to come 
back the best of luck. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving 
me this opportunity. 
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�B�� B� 4  ह��  ��  >��� ह, K �ह�� ��  
�ह� �6	 �� (���   ह�,�� B, F�'������ ह@ 
�� B, F?� ��=�  >� ��  O,Q�  � O,Q� ��56��� >� 
ह�, (��� �@�� �ह&� !$ ��� �� �� �>� >d)  � 
ह� �ह�� ��  �� � ��56��� �� �&_� �>� >� �� � 
�"���� �� �1�� �हm �!��, ह��" ह� �� ��  
(���  ह�,� ��)�� �ह� ह/ �� ��  �_�� हd� 
�� F�� 4  ��ह ��  ��56��� F?� ���L)�% �� 
>� B�+� �, B��� �� �ह&� E��� ��)�, B��� �, 
�ह&�  &7 ह, B�+ K 4 �)�� �� £!�  � 4  ��=� 
 >� ��  �B��� F�'���� ह@, ��56��� ह@, (���  
J��, ���� �	$, ����  !� �� J'�� ���� B� ��  
J�� E>�� J�Q ���� हd� K B���-F�B��� �� ��! 
�&_ � �>� �,- >d) ह, �- ह, �, �@ ( ��  �)�� 
7�! J�Q ���� हd� K 
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�@ �� ����d	5� 4  F	 � � 61'�� 6�� 
� ह �, ���� ���� 6�हd��� K  � 1984 �� �@ ),� 
!) �� M� �� (?ह%�� ह� �&_� 4   !� �� >�B�� 
�� ��� ���� �� ���� B/ �  �'��� 3�:; �, 
(?ह%�� ��=�  >� ��  !�� ����� K 

�&_� +� ��� �� Bp� Ff ,  ह@ �� 2 FJ/), 
 � �B  !)  � �@  ����'� हd� – B��� !) 
( ��B	�!�), 4  ��=�  >�  � B��� !) 
( ��B	�!�) �� ), ह� ह, B�+�� K ह���� B, 
 !�� ह@ – �	�� ����	�), �!:�	B� � ह, 
F������ B�� 	�) �� ह���,ह� 61'��,  � 
F	��" #ह�� �� �ह� ह@, 4  ��� �� �&_� 
Ff ,  ह@ )���� �f� >� �ह +� ������ J�I�� 
ह/ �� �� � "��� �� �ह� ह/:- 

“�� ���� �ह�f) �� �ह&� ह%��, )���� �&_� 
Ff ,  ह@ �� ह� � ह%��” 4 �)�� 4  F	 � � 
�@  ���  J�� E>�� J�Q ���� हd� K �@ F)��!� 
�, �हm �हd���, �ह� �हd��� �� �f� ��)��� K 

�� ��� ,+C�� ��$ (3d� !$�#) :  >��� 
�ह,!�, EB 9 � F	 � ह@ B��� ह�� F	��" 
#ह� ���� 	�)� F��  ��M�% �, �ह&� >��� �� 
 � �	!�- !��� Y �ह� ह/ K ह�)���� +� ��ह�- 
��Q��� ह,�� 	�)�  !��% ��  � 14 ������  !�� 
!,���� 6&��� E ��� ह@, (��, �� F�� ��f  �, 
F�� �Qs  ��B	�!� �Qs �� ��f  � �'�- 
!��� हd� �� B, ),� ��Q��� ह,�� B� �ह� ह@, 
(���  � �& O ),�% �� ���5"/)� �� 4   !� �� 
 �I��� 4��� M� ��, (?ह%�� ��=� ��=�  >� 
�, ह��"� +� B��!��  !� ��  p �� ���+ 
�7�� �� ��� ���� K 

��?�	��, �d� �, !&���� �� Bह�� >� �N)����Q�� 
� �Q� ह/,  � !�� "� � J��)� ह/,  /��[ 
6/o��, B,  ���� �, ����� �� ����Y�� �� 
��� �हm ���� ह/, ( �� >d���� �ह&� =��!� 
�हZ	d�5 �हm ह/ K +� �	^�� �� ���Q" ह�(  
Ef )�¤ 5 ��  ���� �� �ह �ह� �� F�� �ह JM� 
 !�  � F ह��� 3�:; ���� ह/ �, "���� ह/ 
��  ह��� 3�; ���� ह/ �, F��	r�� ह/ K �, 
�ह 4  ह�� , ���[� ��  ���Q ��  ���Q 
Ef E�H�)�� � >� )��d ह,�� ह/ K 
,�)�Q�)   �4�  �� �Qd[�Q ह,�� ��  ���� �@ �ह 
z��� +�������"� �� ��  /Q ���� 	�� >� 
�>�-�>� B� �ह  	�) dO �)�� ���� M� �� 
B� �@ ��=�  >� �� 6&��� E�� �, �ह !�7� �� 
ह����  @��[ 6/o��  ��� =	)��  ����2� ��  
J�� ह��"� +)�4	 �ह�� ह/ �, 9 � Fह �  ह&E 
�� �ह �� 	) :8���  !� �हm 

 

 

 

 

 

ह/ �:�� �ह (q6  !� F�� ��L!�2�, F�� 
�Bo��!����% ��  J�� d�� ��ह  �  B� ह/ K 4  
!���Z	 �, ��>��� �� ह����  !� ��  �& O 
��Q����� �/o�  5 �� B, �,�!�� �ह� ह/, ( �, 
�ह  !� �>� �हm >&)�  ��� ह/ K �@ 4  F	 � 
� E!���� B��) ���� B� ��, 6&����� ��C 
 �ह� ��,  &R�� B� ��, �!:�	B� � ह B� ��, 
��)	�� B� ��, B��,ह� B� ��, Fo��[�� 
 �ह� �� �� �&)�� ��� EB�!  �ह� �� ��� 
F	r�� )��� 6�हd��� K 

4� ),�% �� ������ F�� �,�!��  � 4   !� 
�, ),�% �� E���$�2� �� E"�2� ��  F�&p 
���+ �7�� �� ��� ���� K (v� J!�"  � B, 
 !�� ��Q��� ह,�� B� �ह� ह@, (���  ���� �� �@ 
=��!� 4 �)+ �हm �ह�� 6�ह�� ��%�� ह, 
 ��� ह/ �� (v� J!�" �� �	'�� >� ��  6&��	 
��  ��! (���  � �- ),� !,���� 6&��� ��=� 
 >� �� ��! (���  � �- ),� !,���� 6&��� ��=� 
 >� �� E B�+� K 61'�� ह��,ह� � ह B� 	/ � �, 
��)	�� B� �� �Qs �� ह/ )���� 	��&�: 	� ह���� 
ह� �Qs ��  ���� ह@ K (��� ह��"� ह� � �Y� ��ह 
�ह�� ह/ B/ � �Y� >�- �� O,Q� >�- � ��ह �ह�� 
ह/ K ��  >� ),� B, ��Q��� ह,�� B� �ह� ह@ �� 
F>� 6&��� �हm E �ह� ह@, 4���  �)+ ���� �ह 
"&>����� ह/ �� 	� F�� �" ��  &��' d��  ��B 
�� ��7���� �ह� K 4  	� � �@ �ह� �ह  ��� हd� �� 
B, ),� !,���� ),Q�� �हm E �ह� ह@, (���  
��/� �ह  !�  d��- d�� )���� �� 4��� ह�� 
�ह&� ��! E+�� K �ह&�-�ह&� '?�	�! K 

SHRI PASUMPON THA. KIRUTTI- 
NAN (Tamil Nadu): Sir, on behalf DMK 
Party, my colleagues here, who are retir- 
ing and also on my own behalf, I would 
like to thank our hon. Chairman, hon. 
Deputy Chairman and all Members of 
this House for having shown courtesy 
towards me and to our Members. We are 
four Member here from the DMK Party. 
All of us are retiring on 2nd April, 1996. 
My friends, Mr. Misa R. Ganesan, Mr. 
T.A. Mohammed Saghy and Mr. K.K. 
Veerappan, have served the House for 
full six years. I myself have served the 
House for full seven years. We all come 
from very, very ordinary families. We 
belong to backward and minority com- 
munities which were neglected socially 
and educationally for thousands of years. 
We have come to this House because of 
the relentless social and political work 
done by our great leaders Thanthai Periy- 
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ar, Aringnar Anna and our dynamic lead- 
ers, Dr. Kalaignar. They created political 
awareness in our State and in the whole 
of the country, brought us to this House 
of Elders and illuminating personalities. 
I,  therefore,  would  like  to record  my 
sincere thanks and gratitude to our de- 
parted  leaders,   Periyar  and   Anna  and 
particularly to our relentless leaders, Dr. 
Kalaignar Sir,  in  this  House  we  were 
guided by our Group Leader, Murosoli 
Maran, who retired some months back, 
and also by the eguidance given by our 
leaders Dr. Kalaignar. We are proud of 
it; it has been a great privilege for us to 
be in this august House. We have served 
this House quietly. We were sincere in 
our duty. We carried out our work with 
dignity and  maintained the discipline of 
this House. We were keen in maintaining 
decency  and   decorum  during  the   pro- 
ceecdings of the House. I must say that 
we have been sincere to our leader and 
to our party. We have also shown the 
same amount of sincerity to Parliament 
and to all citizens of this country. I have 
made great friends in this House cutting 
across    party    lines.    1    treated    every 
Member with great honour and respect. I 
have  seen  many  fine  minds  and  it  has 
indeed been a gathering of great minds. I 
have  seen  some  of the  finest  debates 
covering every aspect that concerns every 
citizen and the nation as a whole. I have 
no doubt that this House will continue to 
be the power-house of the most vibrant 
democracy in the. world and its relevance 
will   grow   in   the   emerging   times   with 
increasing  decentralisation  of power  in 
favour   of   the   States,   lt   is   only   the 
strongest    States   which    will    make    a 
stronger nation. I am sure that in time to 
come all our States be very strong 
economically educationally,  socially  and 
culturally. I must take this opportunity to 
thanks all my colleagues present and past 
who have shown unflinching affection and 
underserved consideration for me and to 
my colleagues who have made every mo- 
ment in this House a pleasant and lasting 
memory. With these words I conclude. 
Thank you. 

 SHRI G. G. SWELL (Meghalaya): 
 Mr. Chairman, I discovered that my 
name is in the list of speakers not be- 
cause I am retiring myself but because I 
happen to be the leader of a group in this 
House known as the United Parliamen- 
tary Group which comprises twelve Mem- 
bers. About this I shall come later in my 
speech. Mr. Chairman, they say that old 
soldiers never die, they just fade away. I 
have been an old soilder of this Parlia- 
ment, although a lone solidier. With my 
retirement from this august House, in 
April next, I would have completed five 
terms in the Parliament, with a little bit 
of truancy in between, when I went 
abroad as an envoy of this country. I 
retire from this House with regret be- 
cause in the course of the last six years I 
have developed a kind of affection for 
this House as well as the Members of this 
House. This being a much smaller House 
than the other House in which I had been 
for four terms, there has been more 
closeness among the Members, more per- 
sonal knowledge of each other, more 
appreciation of each other and on my 
part, I have benefited a lot. I must say I 
have sincere affection for many of my 
colleagues, those who have retired, those 
who are retiring and those who may still 
be here. I have also developed regard for 
you, Sir, for the consideration that 1 have 
received at your hands. You have always 
been receptive, always reasonable, always 
patient. I have seen you functioning not 
only as the presiding officer of this 
House, but also while presiding over 
rumbustious, bumptious committees of 
this House. I would also like to thank the 
Deputy Chairman, for her kindness be- 
hind her rough exterior in this House. I 
can understand her loudness and rough- 
ness, having to control this House, but 
 behind that there has always been a well 
 of tenderness and affection. I must-also 
 thank the Secretary-General. Each time 
we have a problem she has been always 
helpful; so also the staff of the Sec- 
retariat. There is no problem with which 
you go to them, for which they don't 
have an answer. They have always been 
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courteous and very good. I must say that . 
my six years in this House has been very 
enriching. As I told you, I have been in 
the other House for four terms before 
coming here. I had a wrong conception of 
this House, this being the House of the 
States and not of the people. 

The other House being the House of 
the people is a mirror of the people of 
this country, of the different stages in 
which they live, the different levels of  
education they, have, the different kinds 
of motivation they have, lt is only fair 
and necessary that the House should be 
the mirror of all that. It is only fair and 
necessary that this House should also be 
the barometer of the mood in this coun- 
try. An it is right and proper because 
democracy in this country has gone to the 
grass-roots. The people of India are 
aware of their power. There was a time, 
soon after independence, when the peo- 
ple of India entrusted their wisdom and 
their decision to a handful of leaders, 
true leaders, leaders of great character, 
leaders of great intellect. Indira Gandhi 
once said that the cream of the world 
intellect was reflected among the leaders 
who framed the Constitution of this coun- 
try, people of both sides, people of utter 
unselfishness, people who lived only for 
the good of this country and sacrificed 
their lives. We have failed. We, in the 
succeeding generations, have failed. And, 
therefore, the people of India are impar- 
tient with us. That finds reflection, as it 
in finding today. Mr. Chairman, I am an 
optimist. I love my country. I love this 
Parliament because it is only this Parlia- 
ment that holds this country together. 
Take away the Parliament, there is no 
India, no one India. What do I have in 
common with all of you here? I, a poor 
tribal, who some people think still wears 
a tail underneath my trousers, coming 
from the North-East, speaking a different 
language, with a different background, 
what do I have in common with all of 
you except this House, which is the 
House of the people of India? Here, we 
all belong. I am proud to belong to this 
country. I am proud of the fact of five 

thousand years of continuous civilisation 
of this country. 

Mr. Chairman, each time this country 
has fallen apart, each time this country 
has been in the dumps, there have been 
social movements. There have always 
been great men, as if sent for a purpose. 
There was Buddha, at one time, whose 
name lives even today; not only in this 
country, but in other parts of the world 
as well. There was Shankaracharya. 
There was Swami Vivekananda who told 
the world what this country had, who 
aroused the conscience of the people of 
this country and also of the world. There 
was Mahatma Gandhi who led us to 
Independence. 

I am happy that, today, there is tur- 
moil in this contry. Turmoil in both 
Houses of Parliament. Turmoil here. We 
have been at the receiving end. There 
was a time, when India was about to 
achieve here Independence, when some 
fellows in the West thought that India 
was ungovernable. But we have existed 
for more than fifty years as a democracy, 
as a real democracy. Our elections are 
free and fair. 

If there is turmoil today, it is only right 
and proper. But even in the midst of this 
turmoil, I only wish that some of our 
leaders who are placed in positions where 
they can make the right decision, should 
make the right decision and, that too, in 
time and with grace. 

Though there is turmoil today, I see a 
silver lining in the cloud. There is a silver 
lining in the cloud. I am still proud of 
this country. I am still proud of our 
democracy. I am still proud of this 
Parliament. I have defended Indian 
Parliamentary democracy in different fora 
of the world and I will continue to do so. 
I tell you, Mr. Chairman, after the 
elections, this nation and this democracy 
will have a metamorphosis. Many of us 
will fall by the wayside; does not matter, 
but the country will go forward. This is 
the Indian way of democracy. This Indian 
way of democracy will be visible after the 
next General Elections. 
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Mr. Chairman, I bid farewell to this 
House. I do not hope I will come back to 
this House. But I will always be around 
Parliament. Nobody can stop me. 1 am 
coming back. Nobody can stop me. May 
not be in this House Mr. Chairman; 
maybe anywhere, but I will be around 
here to play my part in shaping the 
destiny and the future of this country. 

Just one last word, Mr. Chairman. 
People in India, today, will not go by 
party labels. People of India wish to see 
men of character, men of knowledge, 
men of ability; more and more of such 
people wiH come to Parliament. I say this 
with a purpose. 

We are unattached Members of this 
House. We have banded ourselves into a 
group of very fine people. I cannot 
conceive a belter individual than my 
friend. Mr. Jayant Malhoutra, who does 
a quid job; or, a better friend then Mr. 
Jagmohan and many others in our group- 
fine people; people of knowledge and 
people of ability. 

We are always left last. More of such 
people will be coming to this House and 
to the other House. Will a hundred 
unattached Members coming together 
and working for the good of the country 
be put last? Will they be put before a 
small party with two or three Members? 
Is it fair for the purpose of this House? 

Therefore, my last advice is this. Mr. 
Chairman, you will be here for some time 
more. The Deputy Chairman should be 
here for some time more. May I request 
you and the Secretariat to think about 
according priority to the Members in 
various ways.? 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

SHRI M. P. ABDUSSAMAD 
SAMADANI (Kerala): Sir, as it is too 
late, I do not want to make a speech 
here. I humbly wish all the best to the 
elders who are retiring. Most of these 
elders are like gurus to junior Members 
like me. 

Sir, I am concluding by quoting a 
couplet from Iqbal. I got inspired by the 

beautiful   verses   quoted   by   Sikander 
Bakhtji. I greet all these hon. Members 
who are retiring by this couplet. 
 

F�� 7� ��� +� �"��� �, ��� ¡� K 

�&�����-+5Eह-	 f& ��� �� >� ह@ K 

�d "�ह� ह/, J	�� ह/ ��� ���� K 

����  ���� E ��� �� >� ह@ K 

Ŕ˝  Ķź΅  ŗΨ ŕŶźŪΫ őΎ ¢  ĶźΆ  ŗŹ΅  ŃΆ ¢  
 ›Ό Śⁿ  ̄  Ä ¢ Ã ĶŰ  Ä Ç ¡ ¥ ĶΈ ĶŲΈ  

 ¢ ↨ƒ Á ĶΟ  ι  ± ¢ Ä Ń ø ι ‹Ί Ķˇ  ŗΨ  
ø›Ό Śⁿ  ̄  Ä ¢ Ã ĶŶˆ ¡  śŷΈ Ķˆ  Í ↨ƒ  

Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI P. UPENDRA (Andhra Pradesh): 
Sir, many vocal, active and learned 
Members are retiring from this House. I 
do not know whether the loss of Rajya 
Sabha will be the gain of the Lok Sabha. 
Only time will show that. 

Sir, just like the complexion of the 
debates, the complexion of Rajya Sabha 
has also been changing over the years. 
More and more younger Members are 
coming to this House. In fact, if you 
compare the debates in Rajya Sabha with 
those in the Lok Sabha, we have been 
more active. This House has been more 
turbulent. There is a qualitative 
difference in the speeches also. We 
should claim that. 

Sir, Mr. Swaminathan, a good friend of 
mine, has mentioned about the gradual 
change in the tenor of my speeches etc. 
Maybe. I was 47 then I am 59 now. 
Definitely there would be change. More 
than that, when one represents a regional 
party, with bosses issuing orders, he 
knows very well, under what tension one 
should work. I had the rare privilege of 
coordinating the Opposition activities for 
five years when the party of which I 
belonged at that time was the main 
Opposition party in the Lok Sabha, with 
a substantial strength in the House. I 
have also been the Minister for 
Parliamentary Affairs, dealing with both 
sections of the House. That was a very 
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good experience. I tried to do both the 
jobs sincerely. 

One basic thing which I find lacking 
today is this. There used to be a lot of 
trust between the Opposition and the 
Government, in spite of trubulcnt scenes 
now and then. Even in the Opposition at 
the height of agitations also, the concern 
was for the country and for the interest 
of the country and to get the essential 
business passed. That should be the 
guiding spirit even today in spite of all 
the differences that we have politically or 
otherwise. 

  I do remember the five years when I 
coordinated the Opposition activities and 
even when the' then Prime Minsiter 
became the Leader of the Opposition: 
and as Parliamentary Affairs Minister  
used to talk to him everyday, both in the 
morning and in the evening, telling him 
about the next day's business and 
meeting him the next morning to explain 
to him what the business was. I still 
remember one incident when the 
Constitutional (Amendment) Bills on 
Punjab were voted down in the Lok 
Sabha twice and I submitted my 
resignation to the then Prime Minister. It 
was Rajiv Ji, who called me and told me, 
"One should not be sensitive on this. We 
arc particular that these Bills should be 
passed, but we wanted to score a point. 
You bring them in two days and I will get 
them passed." And he did it. That kind 
of spirit should prevail. I humbly plead 
with my colleagues on this side that 
whatever may be the differences, once we 
destory the institution or do something 
which would destroy the institution, it 
would be difficult to rebuild. We can mar 
the prestige and authority of any public 
man very easily, but we show' think 
where this country would go, once the 
highest authority is subjected to that kind 
of a ridicule or criticism. It is only in a 
passing way that I have said. 

I had the privilege of seeing five Prime 
Ministers in this House with different 
styles of  functioning; and they set 
glorious examples in the debates in this 
House. They contributed much. And we 

   had Leaders of the House like Pranab 
Babu and Chavan Ji, who also guided the 
functioning of this House. 

We have a Prime Minister now, who is 
well-experienced, who is knowledgeable 
and who has changed the shape of the 
country economically and otherwise. That 
is the reason which prompted me to 
support him. 

you had been kind enough Sir, to 
appoint me as Chairman of the Standing 
Committee on Human Resource 
Development and Health. I can tell you, 
Sir, that we have submitted the maximum 
number of 41 Reports and there is no 
pending work. We are adopting seven 
Reports today. That is all I wanted to tell 
you. I sincerely thank you, Sir, for the 
indulgence and affection you have shown 
me both in the House as well as outside. 

With the Deputy Chairperson I had 
very good relations, both as a Member 
and also as a Minister. She helped me at 
that time to get the business of the House 
passed in the House. 

I am grateful to the Secretary-General 
and other officers of this House for the 
cooperation they extended. 

Definitely, I would not be coming back 
to this House and it is a real farewell. I 
wish all the Members, who will be 
continuing in this House all the best and 
a good career. Thank you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Before I call upon 
the Leader of the House and the Prime 
Minister, there are two other names I 
would like to call. I would request them 
to be brief. Shri Ghulam Nabi Azad. 

�� ,���� �2� Eb�$ (�ह���{|) : ������ 
6����/�  �ह�, �&_� )o�� �हm �,)�� ह/ ��%�� 
J'������ B� �,)��� )���� �@ !, �� �� Q�� �� !, 
"*! �,)�� 6�हd��� K +� �, �N)����Q�� Ff� � 5 
�����Q� ह,�� ��  ���� �� !d �� ��Q����� �@o�� 
ह,�� ��  ���� K �@ 4   !� ��   >�  ��M�% �� �ह&� 
�ह&� '?�	�! ���� हd� K 

�� �� !f�, �O)� !   �) �� �@ �N)����H� 
Ff� � 5 �����H� �� E�� हd� K 1985 �� 86�� �@ ),� 
 >� ��  !�� M� �� �����Q� Ef �Q�Q 
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�N)����H� Ff� � 5 �����Q� M� K 1991-92 �� 
1993 ��  "&p �� 4   !� ��  !�� ह,�� ��  ���� 
�N)����H� Ff� � 5 �����Q� �ह� �� F� �& O 
�ह��%  � �f� �� �� !f� हd� K 4� ���% !f� �&_� �ह&� 
J�� �� w��� E,�B"� ��  )�[ 5  � ��)� 6�ह� 
,�)�Q�)� (� � ����� ह� �[f�� �B ह%, )���� 
3�:;�� �1� �, 6/o�� ��, ���� 6/o�� �� �� ( ��  
F)�	� :3हw   �, �[wQ� )�[ 5  � B, ��ह �� w��� 
��)� ( ��  �)+ �@ ह��"� (��� E>��� �हd��� K 
F�� �Qs ��   �M ह� (��� >� �ह&� �ह&� �&_� J�� 
��)� K �>� C� )�4� :3ह ��  �)+ (��, �&)��� Y� 
K �>� (���  घ� �� "�!� *��ह ह,�� M� (  � >� 
(.��� (��, )��� Y�� M� K �>� �>� 	� ����B 
>� ह,�� M� K )���� 	� ह���� �B�d�� �,  �_�� M� K 
( ��  �)+ �@ �@ ह��"� (��� E>��� �हd��� K 7�  
�1�  � �@ �O)� !, 6�� �!�% �� ��� �, �हm �हd��� 
��%�� �N)����Q 4)��"� �B!�� E �ह� ह@ 4 �)+ 
=��!� �@ F�� E,B�"� ��   ��M�% �, 6�ह� 	� 4  
ह�(  ��  ह% �� !d �� ह�(  �� , ��� �हm � �ह� हd� 
�� 4)��"� �� B��ह� ह/ �� �& O � �& O (��, ��s 
�7�� ह/ K ( ��  �)+ �@ (��, !,R� �हm  �_�� हd� K 
�& O � �& O � �)� B��� �7�� ह/ K )���� �O)� ��� 
�1�% � B� >� �N)����H� 4)��"� �ह&� !d� ह,�� M� 
�B  ��ह �� �,E��"� (� � ��), �@ ह��"� �>� 
�>� �ह�� M� �� �N)����H� Ff� � 5 �����Q� � f5  
p�)� �Qs �� �����Q� �हm ह/ �:�� 	ह 
E,B�"� �� >� �����Q� ह/ ��%�� !,�% ��  ��6 �� 
��)��) ���� �� !,�% ��  ह���  � �	�5��Q �� 
���B��  �  ����� �� �N)����H� Ff� � 5 �����Q� 
�� ��� ह,�� ह/ K �, B,  �M� EB ��Q��� ह, �ह� ह@ 
E,B�"�  � ���� `��) �� ��=�  >� ��  4��ह�  �� 
ह��" (��, ��! ���� B�+�� 6�ह� 	ह >����� 
B��� �Qs ��  &R�� �	��B ह%, 6�ह� 	� B��� !) 
��  B��) ���� B� ह%,  �0 �0 E-0 ��  6�&���� ह� 
ह%,  �)� ��ह�r	�� B� ह%, ���#�  �Qs �� B��" 
!� �-B� ह% �� (�?uB�, �@ (��, ह��"� ��! ���� 
�हd��� K )���� (  � =��!� B, E  �M� ह/ �@ E�, 
>� ह��"� ��! ���� �हd��� K �N)����H� Ff� �5  
�����Q� ह,�� ��  ���� �� ���� �& O "*! ह@, )���� +� 
E(Q �,4�� ���� ह,�� ��  ���� �@ �ह �हd��� �� �B  
��ह  � �1� FQ) ह/, B� 4� �� B?� )��� ह@ �, 
( �, �� � � �� � �!� ���� ह,�� ह/ 4 � ��ह  � 
��B���� �� ह� B, E�� ह@ �� �	"�R p  � B� 
��)����Q �� E�� ह@ �, ��Q��� ह,�� Bp�� ह/ 6�ह� 
),�  >�  � ह% �� ��=�  >�  � �� ��=�  >�  � ह� 
!,  �) ��  ��! ��Q��� ह,�� ह@ �, 
 

�ह �,- Ff ,  �� ��� �हm ह/, ��� �� ��� 
�हm ह/, 7�  �1�  � �@ � f5  F�� �)�� �� 4  
	; �� f��!� (.��� �हd��� �� �@ F�� J�-  
�����Q� �� B, �� ह���� �Qs ��  !) ��  F|�$ 
>� ह@, '?�	�! �p� �� ��%�� 4���  �ह�� ��  
��	Bd! >� 4���  �Q�Q !��� ��  ��	Bd! >� �@�� 
���)Q��)� ),�  >� 4)��"� )Y�� �� 4qO� 
J�Q �� �� ���� `��) �� �ह ह)� !f� ह,�� 
���#�  F|�$ ��   ���� >� �� � �� �ह� ह,�� �� 
��=�  >� ��  �)�� )Y, �� (o��!	�� �ह�� ह/ 
�� �@ ),�  >� �� )[d ��� K 4 �)�� F�� �Bs  � 
�@ 	ह� 	�  �[f� �Q �� �ह� हd� �B � ���� B� �� 
�ह� �� �[f� �"� Ef �Q�Q M� �N)����Q 
Ff� � 5 �� �� 4  +tQ� �[f� �"� ��  ����� �� 
���� >� �ह&� ह! �� ��B�	 ���'� B� ��   �M ह�M 
�ह� ह/ K )���� (  	; ),�  >�  � ��=�  >� 
�� ��=�  >�  � ),�  >� �� �ह �[f� �"� 
ह���� B�ह� �� �हm E��, ह��� �ह )dह,) O,Y 
�!�� K  

@�0 2�C4 "��$��� : (�ह���GH ���� �&) 
�[f� �"� ह/ K 

 �� ,���� �2� E��$ : 6  �) ह)� ),� 
 >�  � ��=�  >� �� �[f� �Q �� ��� M� �� F� 
	�  �[f� �"� �� F�&��� E � 6�हd��� K 

�@ 4?हm "*!% ��  �M� E  ��� �ह&� �ह&� 
E>�� J�Q ���� हd� – 6����/�  �ह� ��8 
�[w¥�� ह�(  �� ��  >� ��o� 5 �� K '?�	�! K 

PROF. M.G.K. MENON (Rajasthan) 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I would like to speak 
on behalf of myself as well as a number 
of colleagues here who will be retiring. I 
would like, first of all, to say how deeply 
grateful all of us are to you, Mr. Chair- 
man, to the Deputy Chairman, to the 
Secretariat headed by the Secretary-Gen- 
eral, and as somebody mentioned earlier, 
to all other staff who have shown unfail- 
ing courtesy and kindness. When I came 
into this House, the present President of 
India was the Chairman and from him 
downwards, all of us have received this 
unfailing courtesy. And the first point I 
would like to make is how grateful I am 
and, I am sure, all of my colleagues are, 
for all of them. 
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1 came into this House at the invitation 

of the Prime Minister to join the Council 
of Ministers. I had no intention ever of 
coming into what is referred to as 'poli- 
tics' or of becoming an M.P. But the 
leader of my party, Shri Jaipal Reddy, 
has mentioned that the two letters, 
"M.P.", are something which one can be 
proud of. And I am indeed proud of 
having been an M.P. 

I have a feeling of sadness today: 
sadness not because I am leaving the 
House or will not be an M.P., but on 
account of an aspect which I would really 
like to communicate to all my colleagues 
here. I know that Parliament is a political 
body. It is 
a legislative body. And I have sat 
through the debates which go on here. 
However, ultimately, it is the -highest 
level body in the country responsible for 
how and where the country goes. And 
when I look around, I find that on many 
of the issues, we have major problems 
ahead, whether it is the growth of popu- 
lation, the continued deterioration of the 
environment, the creaking infrastructure 
or the lack of policy in many areas, 
whether it is science, technology, security 
and a large number of issues which call 
for serious attention not by ministries, 
departments and bureaucrats, but by this 
highest level body. When I ask myself, 
"Have I been able to do my duty as an 
M.P. by the country?", I find that my 
honest answer has to be, "No". I wish I 
could have contributed to these and many 
other areas which call for attention and 
which are in the nature of a crisis. But, 
somehow, as far as our country is con- 
cerned, I find that we do not value time. 
Time passes by, the problems grow. So, I 
do wish that in the midst of all the rest of 
what we discuss here—they are impor- 
tant; they reflect the problems around in 
the society—one would find time also to 
ensure that these crucial issues which we 
have left unsolved do not become ulcerat- 
ing points to create more problems for 
us. 

I wish we would pay attention to that 
and try to solve some of those problems. 

In this regard, I believe that what you 
and the Speaker of the Lok Sabha have 
done, has been truly important, in trying 
to set up a Committee System, and I 
hope that will prove to be successful to 
take the load off, as far as the main 
debates are concerned. But we must 
make that truly effective. Sitting in the 
discussions that go on in the House and a 
lot. of what one sees on television about 
the proceedings of the House, people get 
a very wrong impression. There are in- 
sinuations, there are allegations, there 
are accusations and tempers seem to be 
lost. But the most remarkable thing, 
which I think we should be proud of, is 
the real friendship which one sees when 
people go out from the House into the 
Lobbies, into the Central Hall and even 
outside—what one sees is the real friend- 
ship; whether they be from the Govern- 
ment or from the Opposition—it makes 
no difference. I think it is that spirit 
which holds the country together, and 
that, irrespective of the very many diffe- 
rent ways of thinking, which must exist in 
a large country, we adhere together, as 
Prof. Swell mentioned, as one country, 
on account of an intrinsic unity of friend- 
ship and I hope that will prevail and in 
some way, that can also be projected to 
the country, because unfortunately, the 
image which is projected, is not of that, 
namely, of the oneness that exists not 
only amongst Parliamentarians but also 
within the country as a whole. I hope 
that we will be able to do much more in 
ensuring that we regain the confidence, 
the value system that got us freedom 
because that is the spirit that we need to 
recapture, and therefore, my concluding 
remark is to wish all those who will 
continue to be Members here, the very 
best, and hope that they will recapture 
the spirit that motivated India. Thank 
you very much, Sir. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shrimati Sushma 
Swaraj promised to have one couplet 
only. 

����� ��L�� ���� (ह������) :  >��� 
B�, 4� (!�  घ�Y�% �� �,- >�R� ���� �हm 
6�हd��� ��%�� �&_� ��)d� ह/ �� FqO�- �-FqO� 
>�R� >� 4  
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F  �� ���� +ह � �� �, B&��� �हm !� �+�� 
B, 4   �� ���� B�ह� �� (O) �ह� ह@ K 

���� ���� B, 4   ��  !� �� �	$ ��  ���� >� 
ह@, (?ह%�� �ह&� 7d� d�� F�f�B �� �&_� �	!�- !� 
ह� K 4 �)+ (?ह�, E �, �� F�� �[wQ�-
6/�����  ��ह�� �, �&7���� �� �ह� z �ह� हd�, 

“ /� ���, 7d� �f��, fd ) 6&��, "�! �ह�, 

F� B��� ह@ ������, ���� �&)"� E��! �ह� K“ 

!d �� !, �:;���  >� B���	�)�  !��% �� 2� 
 �  >� �ह��	�)�  !��% �, �&7���� �� z �ह� 
हd�, 

“��  �O� �&)% �� 7/���� �, >�B�� �ह��, 

ह�� >� ��! �� )��� 6�� 	�)% �ह��% �� K“ 
'?�	�! K 

�� ��घ �!� ,N�� (3d� !$�#) :  >��� 
!�)� ���� �, >� �&)	� !��B+ K 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now, the Leader 
of the House, Shri S.B. Chavan. 

SHRI S.B. CHAVAN (Maharashtra): 
No Sir. I am not speaking. The Prime 
Minister will speak. 

THE PRIME MINISTER (SHRI P.V. 
NARASIMHA RAO): Sir, after so many 
speeches, replete with sentiments and 
goodwill, it is difficult for me to make 
any really long speech. 

2.00 P.M. 

I am happy that some Members who 
retired have also come back on the prin- 
ciple of "Sambhavami Yuge Yuge". I wish 
this happens to other Members also more 
often because after four or five terms a 
Member of Parliament starts feeling that 
he is not fit for anything else except as a 
Member of Parliament. 1 wish the retiring 
Members all the best. We have never 
thought that being a Member of Parlia- 
ment or of a Legislature is either a 
profession or a permanent service. These 
are interludes in the life of an individual 
who happens to be in public life and 
whenever the party wants him, whenever 
his leaders want him to be in the House, 
he is in the House; when they want him 
to do something, he leaves the House 
with no regrets at all and does the job 

assigned to him. We have done that. So, 
we have not really developed any vested 
interest in being Members of Parliament, 
and it is good that we have not developed 
and we should not develop, particularly 
the younger generation. I feel that there 
is a little too much of hurry and also too 
much of glamour to become a Member of 
a Legislature or of Parliament. Maybe, 
one has to get a little more of training, of 
toughening, if necessary, of persuasion, 
of going to the people, getting them into 
a mood which may be correct, but which 
may be against the mood in which they 
find themselves at that moment. There 
are occasions like that when you are not 
really riding on a wave, but you have to 
tell the people the truth. All these come 
by our own Sadhana in the field and only 
then we will be ready for Parliament. The 
legislative part of Parliament is extremely 
important. We are so much in the hands 
of the draftsmen that we do not sec the 
difficulties that come in, the pitfalls that 
are there in every piece of legislation, 
and unless the legislature is careful, what- 
ever he legislates is likely to be either set 
aside or to be found ultra vires the 
Constitution, which means so much of 
labour lost. So, we have to have mul- 
tifarious talents, we have to have a cer- 
tain tenacity, we have to have a certain 
peace of mind and also presence of mind. 
So, all these make up a parliamentarian 
and we have our stint here. We leave the 
House. We may come back, We may not 
come back, we may be working else- 
where, but, in any case, public life itself 
is something like a Sadhana a penance 
which a person voluntarily undertakes to 
do. No one forces you to do. He volun- 
tarily undertakes to do, I wish this part, 
this phase of public life, this aspect of 
public life, had been acknowledged a 
little more than it is being done at the 
moment. For this non-acknowledgement 
also, we have to see whether we are 
responsible, and if so, to what extent. So, 
in this continuing phase, in this continu- 
ing process of democracy we come and 
go, but we must see that we do not sully 
the process and the democracy, the 
democratic process should be as pure, as 
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effective and as enlightening as our 
founding fathers of the Constitution 
wanted it. 

In the end, Sir, I would like to wish all 
the retiring Members success in whatever 
else they might be doing. At the same 
time, I would like to welcome the Mem- 
bers who have been re-elected and some 
of them will be taking their scats later. 
On this happy plus sad note let us part as 
friends as we have always been. This 
public life, service to the country, is 
something in which a man can appear in 
many, many capacities and I am sure we 
will be meeting at some point of time at 
some place in some other context always 
and that is how we would like to be 
friends always. Thank you very much. 

MR.   CHAIRMAN:   Thank  you,   Mr. 
Prime Minister. 

I may remind the Members that there 
will be a group photograph of Members 
and Ministers at 4.00 P.M. in the lawn 
near the Chamber and a function at 7.00 
P.M. followed by dinner in the Parlia- 
ment House Annexe today. 

I thank all the Members. Now I ad- 
journ the House to meet at 11.00 A.M. 
tomorrow. 

The House then adjourned 
at seven minutes past two of 
the clock till eleven of the 
clock on Friday, the 8th 
March, 1996. 
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